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ABSTRACT
Principal component regression uses principal components as regressors. It is par-
ticularly useful in prediction settings with high-dimensional covariates. The exist-
ing literature treating of Bayesian approaches is relatively sparse. We introduce a
Bayesian approach that is robust to outliers in both the dependent variable and
the covariates. Outliers can be thought of as observations that are not in line with
the general trend. The proposed approach automatically penalises these observa-
tions so that their impact on the posterior gradually vanishes as they move further
and further away from the general trend, leading to whole robustness. The predic-
tions produced are thus consistent with the bulk of the data. The approach also
exploits the geometry of principal components to efficiently identify those that are
significant. Individual predictions obtained from the resulting models are consoli-
dated according to model-averaging mechanisms to account for model uncertainty.
The approach is evaluated on real data and compared to its nonrobust Bayesian
counterpart, the traditional frequentist approach, and a commonly employed robust
frequentist method. Detailed guidelines to automate the entire statistical procedure
are provided. All required code is made available, see ArXiv:1711.06341.
KEYWORDS
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reversible jump algorithms; whole robustness
1. Introduction
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Figure 1. January 2011 daily returns
In statistical analyses, information carried by several
variables is commonly summarised to allow visuali-
sation or model estimation when the number of vari-
ables makes it unstable or impossible. For instance,
S&P 500 and S&P/TSX respectively summarise the
stock prices of 500 and about 250 large companies
domiciled in the United States and Canada, and are
commonly used to portray the American and Cana-
dian economies. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship
between the January 2011 daily returns of these two indices. The scatter plot is fur-
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ther summarised using two different linear regression models that respectively yield a
robust regression line (in green) and an ordinary least squares regression line (in red).
Given that different summaries lead to different data points and therefore different
regressions, one might however wonder whether the available or natural summaries
are necessarily suitable for the tasks at hand.
Principal component regression (PCR) is the name given to a linear regression model
using principal components (PCs) as regressors. It is based on a principal component
analysis (PCA), which is commonly used to summarise the information contained in
covariates. The principle is to find new axes in the covariate space by exploiting the cor-
relation structure between the covariates, and then encode the covariate observations
in that new coordinate system. The resulting variables, called principal components
(PCs), are linearly independent and have the remarkable property that the first q PCs
retain the maximum amount of information carried by the original observations (com-
pared to any other q-dimensional summary). Regrouping correlated variables to pro-
duce linearly independent ones is appealing in a linear regression context, as strongly
correlated variables are known to carry redundant information, leading to unstable
estimations. Companies within the same economic sector in stock market indices like
S&P 500 and S&P/TSX are an example of such correlated variables. Linear indepen-
dence also allows visualising the relationship between the dependent variable and the
PCs by plotting the dependent variable against each of the PCs.
Due to the loss in the interpretability of the inference results engendered by trans-
forming covariates, PCR is mainly used in a prediction context. It can nevertheless
be useful for clarifying the underlying structure in the original covariates, as shown
in [30]. In this paper, we consider a Bayesian prediction framework and address four
issues; those are described below.
Robustness against outliers. It is common knowledge that OLS (ordinary least
squares) estimates become significantly contaminated in presence of outliers. In Fig-
ure 1, the OLS regression line (in red) is pulled below the robust regression line (in
green) by the outlier (red dot). OLS estimates make the assumption that errors are
normally distributed, which affects both the linear regression and the PCA (see [26]).
In presence of outliers, the slimness of normal tails causes a shift in the posterior so
as to incorporate the information carried by all the data. The posterior may thus find
itself concentrated in an area that is not supported by any source of information, be
it the outliers or the bulk of the data. This translates, for instance, into predictions
that are not in line with either of these two groups.
The natural solution to this problem is to assume an error distribution with heavier
tails, and therefore more adapted to the possible presence of outliers. The Student dis-
tribution becomes an obvious choice as it leads to a straightforward implementation of
the Bayesian regression approach via the Gibbs sampler ([31]). Using an heavy-tailed
distribution like the Student however only allows attaining partial robustness ([2]),
which may lead to regression coefficients with inflated variances, and ultimately con-
taminated model selection. Relying on an uncontaminated model selection procedure
is crucial in our framework as the identification of important PCs relies on it.
It was recently proved in [10] that model selection in linear regression is uncontam-
inated when a super heavy-tailed error distribution is instead assumed. We follow this
path, and based on that strategy of using super heavy-tailed distributions, introduce
a new class of robust Bayesian PCA. The assumed super heavy-tailed density matches
the standard normal outside of the tails, which makes the approaches efficient. The
resemblance between the two densities helps us to design the computational tools.
Selection of significant PCs. The selection of pertinent PCs to be included in our
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robust regression model is based on model selection and in line with the methods used
in [29] and [28]. Ours however differs in that we do not use the stochastic search variable
selection (see [11]), which is the common tool to discriminate among a large number of
(typically correlated) regressors. We instead take advantage of the linear independence
among PCs to quickly exclude the irrelevant ones, leading to the following two-step
approach. We first evaluate the individual relevance of each PC through Bayes factors,
after which the retained PCs are used to propose a sequence of nested models. The
joint posterior of these models and their parameters is next computed. Observations
for the dependent variable are predicted by accounting for model uncertainty through
model averaging (see, for instance, [23] and [16]).
Automatic and efficient implementation. Our approach to attain whole ro-
bustness (assuming super heavy-tailed error distributions) prevents us from having
access to full conditional distributions and, therefore, to using Gibbs sampler. For the
robust PCA, we then propose a simplified computational scheme based on point esti-
mates. The model posterior probabilities are however required in the linear regression
stage of the statistical analysis, and so we turn to the reversible jump (RJ) algorithm
to obtain estimates of these probabilities. The RJ sampler is a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method introduced by [13] that allows to directly sample from the
joint posterior of the models and their parameters. The efficiency of such samplers re-
lies heavily on the design of the functions required for the implementation. We provide
a detailed procedure to automatically implement an efficient RJ algorithm.
Prior specification. It is often difficult, in PCR, to specify meaningful priors on
the models and their parameters. For this reason, noninformative priors are commonly
favoured. The simplest noninformative structure is arguably the improper Jeffreys
priors on the parameters of all models, along with a uniform prior on the models.
With such a prior structure, one might wonder whether the so-called Jeffreys-Lindley
paradox ([21] and [18]), representing inconsistent model selection results, may arise.
We show that it is not the case.
Structure of the paper. The general model is described in Section 2. Nonrobust
normal PCA and regression approaches are presented in Section 3, followed by their
robust counterparts, representing the proposed methodology, in Section 4. In partic-
ular, the proposed robust PCA is discussed in Section 4.1, while the robust linear
regression is addressed in Section 4.2. Section 4.2.1 presents the RJ sampler and then
Section 4.2.2 focuses on automating its implementation. The choice of prior structure
and its validity are discussed in Section 5, while Section 6 revisits the stock market
indices example and illustrates all the features of the proposed robust approach.
2. Principal component regression
Consider that we have access to a rank r ∈ {1, 2, . . .} matrix C ∈ Rn×p containing
n ∈ {1, 2, . . .} observations from p ∈ {1, 2, . . .} standardised covariates. A PCA is
performed on this data set. It shall be seen that standardisation and PCA in the
proposed robust approach are different from those in its nonrobust counterpart. We
thus defer details about these steps to later sections.
Denote by Zq the matrix of rank q ≤ r arising from either dimension reduction
technique (nonrobust or robust PCA). The design matrix X := (xij) is constructed by
simply grafting a column vector of 1’s to the matrix Zq. For simplicity, we will refer
to this extra column of X as the first component. The PCs are thus contained in the
following columns, and d := q + 1 denotes the number of columns of X.
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We wish to study the relationship between a standardised dependent variable with
data points Y1, . . . , Yn ∈ R and the PCs in order to predict values for the former. We
start from the premise that the following linear models are appropriate
Yi = x
T
i,KβK + i,K , i = 1, . . . , n, K ∈ {1, . . . ,Kmax},
where K is the model indicator, Kmax is a positive integer representing the number of
models considered, and 1,K , . . . , n,K ∈ R are the errors associated to Model K. The
vector of observed PCs included in ModelK satisfies xi,K := {xij : j ∈ IK}, where Ik ⊆
{1, . . . , d} is a vector whose elements indicate which PCs are included in Model K = k.
For instance, I1 is associated to Model 1 which, in this paper, always corresponds to
the model containing only the intercept (I1 := {1}). The dK-dimensional vector of
regression coefficients associated to Model K is βK := (β1,K , . . . , βdK ,K)
T ∈ RdK ,
where dK is the cardinality of IK . As is typically done in Bayesian linear regression,
we assume that 1,K , . . . , n,K and βK are n + 1 conditionally independent random
variables given (K,σK), with σK > 0 being the scale parameter of the errors of Model
K. The conditional density of i,K is given by
i,K | K,σK ,βK D= i,K | K,σK D∼ (1/σK)f(i,K/σK) , i = 1, . . . , n.
To study the relationship between the dependent variable and the PCs, we first
identify the statistically relevant PCs. The individual contribution of the various com-
ponents is assessed using Bayes factors. Specifically, we consider in the first step of the
statistical analysis the d models associated to I1 := {1}, I2 := {1, 2}, . . . , Id = {1, d},
and compare each of Models 2 through d to Model 1. The PCs associated to Bayes
factors greater than a given threshold are retained in the second step of the statistical
analysis; the others are discarded.
In the second step of the analysis, we consider the sequence of nested models aris-
ing from the statistically significant PCs and find the posterior probabilities of these
models, along with their parameter estimates. For instance, if the first, second and
fourth PCs are the only ones deemed relevant, the sequence of models is I1 := {1},
I2 := {1, 2}, and I3 := {1, 2, 4}. Considering only a sequence of nested models is natu-
ral in our context, as PCA generates components that carry less and less information
about the original covariates; that also simplifies subsequent computations.
Finding posterior probabilities and parameter estimates is achieved by sampling
from the joint posterior distribution of (K,σK ,βK) given y := (y1, . . . , yn)
T , denoted
by pi(k, σk,βk | y), where the domain of k depends on which step of the analysis
is performed (and, for the second step, on the results of the previous step). Once
estimates are obtained in the second step, values for the dependent variable can be
predicted through model averaging mechanisms.
3. Normal nonrobust models
3.1. Traditional principal component analysis
Several strategies allow obtaining the usual PCA from statistical models (see, e.g.,
[27] and [26]). These methods assume that C has been generated from a linear model
with normal errors. One can thus view PCs as point estimates and conduct a full
Bayesian analysis of the model. We follow here the approach of [26]; its presentation
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will facilitate the introduction of the robust PCA model as it will be analogously
defined in Section 4.1.
It is well known that the singular value decomposition allows to express the matrix
C as ZLAT , where A is a p× r matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors v1, . . . ,vr
of the sample correlation matrix of C with corresponding eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
. . . ≥ λr, L is a r×r diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by (up to a constant)
λ1, λ2, . . . , λr, and Z is a n×r matrix whose j-th column is given by λ−1/2j Cvj . The PCs
are traditionally defined as the vectors Cvj . We consider hereafter that the eigenvalues
λj are the sample variances of the PCs. The vectors λ
−1/2
j Cvj therefore correspond
to standardised PCs. Recall that the PCs are additionally pairwise orthogonal.
With q < r, let Zq and Aq be the matrices comprised of the first q columns of Z
and A, respectively, and Lq be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by
λ1, . . . , λq. If we want to further reduce the dimension of Z to n × q, and therefore
approximately reconstruct C, [26] present a model and a set of assumptions under
which the maximum likelihood solution that arises is the natural matrix Zq. The
model is
C = M + E, (1)
where M is assumed to have rank q (and can therefore be decomposed using the
singular value decomposition as above), and entries of E are assumed to be indepen-
dently distributed as N (0, η2), η > 0. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of
M is ZqLqA
T
q . This follows from the fact that ZqLqA
T
q minimises the total squared
reconstruction error among rank q matrices. The MLE corresponds to the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimate when the prior is flat. We use the matrix Zq to form our
design matrix X in the nonrobust linear regressions.
It usually is good practice to cap the percentage of the total variation that is ac-
counted for as above a certain threshold, eigenvectors are essentially numerical noise.
In the numerical analyses we limit it to 95%, meaning that q is the maximum value
such that
∑q
j=1 λj/
∑r
j=1 λj ≤ 0.95.
3.2. Ordinary least squares regression
Under the normality of the error distribution in the linear regressions (i.e. assuming
that f := N (0, 1)), the joint posterior pi(k, σk,βk | y) leads to closed-form expressions
for the posterior model probabilities and parameter estimates. These expressions, de-
tailed in Proposition 3.1 below, are handy for comparing the results arising from our
robust approach to those obtained under the normality assumption in the numerical
analyses. They shall also be used in the design of the RJ algorithm to sample from
the posterior under the super heavy-tailed distribution assumption. Indeed, the super
heavy-tailed distribution that we use is similar to the normal distribution, except in
the tails. When there is no outlier, this thus leads to a posterior that is similar to that
under normality. In the presence of outliers, the full posterior of the robust model is
similar to the posterior based on the nonoutliers only (i.e. excluding the outliers) un-
der normality. In either case, relying on the structure of the posterior under normality
is therefore suitable for designing the RJ algorithm.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that f := N (0, 1) and let the conditional prior density of
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(σK ,βK) given K be pi(σk,βk|k) ∝ 1/σk. Then, the posterior can be factorised as
pi(k, σk,βk | y) = pi(k | y)pi(σk | k,y)
dk∏
j=1
pi(βj,k | k, σk,y),
where k ∈ {1, . . . ,Kmax}, σk > 0,βk ∈ Rdk ,
pi(k | y) ∝ pi(k) Γ((n− dk)/2)pi
dk/2(‖y − ŷk‖22/(n− 1))n−dk2 , (2)
pi(σk | k,y) =
21−
n−dk
2
(‖y − ŷk‖22)n−dk2
Γ((n− dk)/2)σn−dk+1k
exp
{
− 1
2σ2k
‖y − ŷk‖22
}
,
β1,K | K,σK ,y ∼ N (β̂1,K := 0, σ2K/n), and finally βj,K | K,σK ,y ∼ N (β̂j,K :=∑n
i=1 xiIj,Kyi/(n − 1), σ2K/(n − 1)) for j = 2, . . . , dK (if K ≥ 2). Here, ‖ · ‖2 is the
Euclidean norm, ŷk := x
T
i,k β̂k, β̂k := (β̂1,k, . . . , β̂dk,k)
T , Ij,K is the j-th component of
IK , and pi(k) is the prior of K. Note that the normalisation constant of pi(k | y) is
the sum over k of the expression on the right-hand side of (2).
Proof. See Section 8.
In our analyses, we use Bayesian model averaging to predict values for the dependent
variable given sets of observations from the covariates. When normality is assumed, we
can therefore use E[Yn+1 | y] =
∑
k pi(k | y) xTn+1,k β̂k, where β̂k is defined as above.
Note that under normality, σ2K | K,y has an inverse-gamma distribution with shape
and rate parameters given by (n− dK)/2 and ‖y − ŷK‖22/2, respectively.
4. Proposed robust models
The proposed solution to limit the impact of outliers in PCA and linear regression is
simple: replace the traditional normality assumption on the error terms by a super
heavy-tailed distribution assumption. The super heavy-tailed distribution that we use
is the log-Pareto-tailed standard normal (LPTN) distribution with parameter ρ ∈
(2Φ(1) − 1, 1) ≈ (0.6827, 1), where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of a
standard normal. This distribution has been introduced in [7] and is expressed as
f(x) :=
{
ϕ(x) if |x| ≤ τ,
ϕ(τ) τ|x|
(
log τ
log |x|
)λ+1
if |x| > τ, (3)
where x ∈ R. The terms τ > 1 and λ > 0 are functions of ρ and satisfy
τ := Φ−1((1 + ρ)/2) := {τ : P(−τ ≤ Z ≤ τ) = ρ for Z D∼ N (0, 1)},
λ := 2(1− ρ)−1ϕ(τ) τ log(τ),
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with ϕ( · ) and Φ−1( · ) respectively being the probability density function (PDF) and
inverse cumulative distribution function of a standard normal. The parameter ρ con-
trols the size of the interval over which f exactly matches the standard normal density
(i.e. the interval [−τ, τ ]). Outside of this area, the tails behave according to a log-Pareto
density (1/|x|)(log |x|)−λ−1, hence its name.
Setting ρ to 0.95 has proved to be suitable for practical purposes, as addressed in
[7] for location-scale models and in [10] for linear regression. Accordingly, this is the
value that will be used in our numerical analyses. Smaller values lead to improved
robustness, but also to models that are further from normality (which then lead to
discrepancies among estimations in the absence of outliers).
The theoretical result that motivates the use of super heavy-tailed distributions
has been introduced in [10]. It establishes that, as outliers move further and further
away from the general trend, the posterior distribution of (K,σK ,βK) arising from
the whole data set converges towards the posterior of (K,σK ,βK) arising from the
nonoutliers only. To prove this, it is however necessary to assume that there are at
most bn/2− (max dk−1/2)c outliers in the data set, with b · c being the floor function.
For a fixed max dk, this condition translates into a limiting breakdown point of 50% as
n −→∞. As explained in [10], this model has built-in robustness that resolves conflict
in a sensitive way. It takes full consideration of nonoutliers and excludes observations
that are undoubtedly outlying; in between these two extremes, it balances and bounds
the impact of possible outliers. In other words, the method automatically deals with the
level of (un)certainty about the nature of the observations (nonoutliers, clear outliers
or potential outliers), which is particularly valuable in high-dimensional and model
selection problems.
4.1. Robust principal component analysis
Attempts at robustifying the traditional PCA model in (1) have been made by various
authors (see, for instance, [22] and [34]). They however follow the model specification
of [27] as opposed to that of [26] (as we do here), and accordingly do not explicitly
impose a rank constraint on the matrix M used to reconstruct C. As mentioned in
Section 3.1, this constraint ensures that M can be decomposed as Z˜qL˜qA˜q, where Z˜q
and A˜q have orthogonal columns (and are estimated by Zq and Aq under the normal
errors assumption). This orthogonality combined with the properties of PCA lead to
the appealing geometric interpretation that those new axes are the best to reflect the
information contained in C. It also facilitates the statistical procedure for identifying
relevant regressors. The price to pay for those advantages under the robust model is a
significant increase in terms of computational complexity, as it is becomes necessary to
perform sampling and optimisation within the manifold of orthogonal matrices. As an
alternative to this computationally demanding route, we propose here an asymptotic
approximation to a wholly robust PCA (as n −→ ∞ and outliers move further away
from the general trend). An exhaustive analysis of the exact version (including its
implementation) shall be perused separately.
In wholly robust PCA, the entries of the error matrix E := (eij) are such that
eij | η D∼ (1/η)g(eij/η), with g the density of the LPTN. Under this error distribu-
tion assumption, we conjecture that a convergence result similar to that proved in [10]
holds. In particular, the posterior distribution of (Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η) (obtained from the co-
variate matrix C under LPTN errors) converges towards the posterior of (Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η)
obtained from a new covariate matrix C∗ and LPTN errors, as the outliers move away
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from the trend. Generally speaking, C∗ is a matrix in which outlying covariate ob-
servations are vertically projected onto a regression plane that is obtained using the
nonoutliers only. The proposed approximation to a wholly robust PCA makes use of
the fact that the model with LPTN errors is similar to that with normal errors for
the same reasons as Section 3.2, and thus essentially consists in computing the PCs
using Cv̂j as in Section 3.1, with v̂j being the j-th eigenvector of a robust correlation
matrix of C. To better understand what happens before justifying this approximation,
we consider an example containing a single PC which is simple enough for the wholly
robust PCA model to be estimated. The orthogonality is indeed trivially verified given
that there is only one column in Z˜q and A˜q.
Suppose that C is an 21 × 2 matrix of observed covariates. Observations from the
first covariate are ci1 = i− 11, i = 1, . . . , 21, and observed values from the second one
are generated from the model ci2 = ci1 + i with i ∼ N (0, 1), i = 1, . . . , n. Figure 2
(a) illustrates the relationship between the observed covariates.
Let us now introduce an outlier in this sample by moving (c21,1, c21,2) = (10, 10.92)
to (10, 20); this sample is represented by the black dots in Figure 2 (b). Applying a
traditional PCA to these observed covariates and then using it to retrieve the matrix
C yield the red dots in Figure 2 (b); the reconstruction using the traditional PCA can
be seen to rotate around the centre of the data as the outlier moves away from the
trend. The wholly robust PCA approach leads to different results. The reconstruction
of C using that approach is represented by the yellow dots in Figure 2 (b).
Now, suppose that the outlier (c21,1, c21,2) is vertically projected onto a regression
line that is obtained using the first 20 observed covariates (i.e. the nonoutlying points
only); in other words, the outlier is replaced by its predicted value at c21,1. Denote
this new covariate matrix by C∗. It is observed that as j increases in (c21,2, c21,2) =
(10, 10.92 + j), the posterior distribution of (Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η) (obtained from C, which
includes the outlier) converges towards the posterior of (Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η) obtained from
C∗. Applying the approximate robust PCA and then using it to reconstruct C yield
the green dots in Figure 2 (b).
In that figure, it is seen that the exact and approximate robust approaches (yel-
low and green dots) produce very similar results; the reconstruction of the outlier is
however different under both approaches (we explain why it is the case and why it
is not a problem in robust PCR in the following paragraphs). It turns out that as
the outlier (c21,2, c21,2) = (10, 10.92 + j) reaches (10, 20), the posterior distribution of
(Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η) (based on C) has essentially converged. Indeed, moving the outlier fur-
ther upwards has no effect on the results from the robust approaches; this is obviously
not the case for the traditional PCA, which pursues its rotation around the centre of
the data. For the data set in Figure 2 (b), the squared reconstruction errors based
on the nonoutliers only are 8.77 and 16.39 for the approximate robust and nonrobust
PCA, respectively; the exact robust method yields a similar result to its approximate
counterpart.
We now detail the implementation of the approximate robust PCA. Given that the
LPTN matches the normal distribution everywhere except in the tails, the limiting
posterior of (Z˜q, L˜q, A˜q, η) based on the exact robust PCA is similar to that arising
from the traditional PCA model with normal errors based on C∗, as the outliers moves
away from the general trend. This means that the exact robust PCA applied to C leads
to essentially the same singular value decomposition as a traditional PCA applied to
C∗ (in the limit). The approximate robust PCA method relies on this equivalence.
The first step in performing an approximate robust PCA is to obtain C by stan-
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Figure 2. (a) n = 21 points generated from the model ci2 = ci1 + i with i ∼ N (0, 1); (b) data set with
outlier, and reconstruction using one PC under the robust and nonrobust PCA; the lines y = x are also depicted
dardising the columns of the original data set. Location and scale estimates µ̂j and
σ̂j are thus used to standardise Column j, j = 1, . . . , p. Relying on a robust location-
scale model as in [7], with an LPTN error distribution and ρ := 0.95, ensures that
(µ̂j , σ̂j) −→ (µ̂−Oj , σ̂−Oj ), where (µ̂−Oj , σ̂−Oj ) are estimates based on nonoutliers only.
Note that the robust location-scale model is the linear regression model with only the
intercept. For large n, we also have (µ̂−Oj , σ̂
−O
j ) ≈ (µ̂∗j , σ̂∗j ), where (µ̂∗j , σ̂∗j ) are the sam-
ple mean and standard deviation obtained from C∗, which is based on the normality
of errors and in which outliers are replaced by their vertical projection. Denote by cOij
the outlying values; they are excluded for the estimation of (µ̂−Oj , σ̂
−O
j ) and replaced
by their vertical projection, denoted by c∗ij , for the estimation of (µ̂
∗
j , σ̂
∗
j ). Provided
that n is large enough, the impact of those points on the sample mean and standard
deviation will indeed be negligible; furthermore, it was previously argued that esti-
mates obtained under LPTN and normal error distributions are similar. The resulting
matrices C and C∗ are the same in the limit, except on lines containing outliers.
The second step in performing the approximate robust PCA consists in computing
robust correlations between all pairs of columns in C. We know that the correlation
between the standardised columns j1 and j2 of C
∗ is β̂Nj1,j2 , the OLS slope estimate.
We are interested in comparing the robust slope estimator (applied to columns of
the matrix C) to β̂Nj1,j2 . When using a robust regression model as in [10] with an
LPTN error distribution and ρ := 0.95, we find β̂j1,j2 −→ β̂−Oj1,j2 , where β̂−Oj1,j2 is the
robust slope estimate obtained using nonoutliers only. Again, for large n, we find
β̂−Oj1,j2 ≈ β̂Nj1,j2 . The robust correlation matrix obtained from C is thus asymptotically
equal to the correlation matrix obtained from C∗. Its diagonal elements are equal to
1; for simplicity, we set the upper diagonal entries to β̂j1,j2 , where Column j2 plays
the role of the dependent variable; we then make the matrix symmetrical.
The PCs Ẑq are ultimately computed using Cv̂j , with v̂j being the j-th eigenvector
of the robust correlation matrix of C. Note that there might be extreme values in the
robust PCs, as there might be some in C. If they exist, these extreme values will be
handled by the robust linear regressions.
Under the exact robust PCA approach, Z˜q is directly estimated from the robust
model; that represents the difference with the approximate method. The main advan-
tage in using the approximate robust PCA is computational: the required estimates
µ̂j , σ̂j , and β̂j1,j2 are easily obtained and can be computed in parallel. In our numerical
experiments µ̂j , σ̂j , and β̂j1,j2 are MAP estimates with flat priors (corresponding to
MLE). A second advantage is that the method allows automatic outlier detection. As
in [10], we compute estimates of the standardised residuals in the simple linear regres-
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sions as zj1,j2i := (ci,j2 − αj1,j2 − βj1,j2ci,j1)/σj1,j2 , using MAP estimates for instance,
where αj1,j2 and σj1,j2 are the intercept and scale parameter in the robust model, re-
spectively. One may then flag points with |ẑj1,j2i | > 2.5 (say), which is in line with
classical recommandations (see [12]). Note that the same principle applies for detect-
ing outliers in the columns of C and, of course, in the multiple linear regressions used
afterwards.
Finally note that the percentage of the total variation that is accounted for is
capped at 95%, as was the case with traditional PCA. The proposed method may lead
to negative eigenvalues as robust correlation matrices are not correlation matrices per
se. When this happens, we exclude the associated columns prior to setting q.
4.2. Robust linear regressions
The convergence result presented at the beginning of Section 4 ensures that posterior
model probabilities and estimates of (σK ,βK) based on posterior quantiles (e.g. using
posterior medians and Bayesian credible intervals) are robust to outliers. An analogous
convergence result holds for the posterior expectations of the parameters, see [10]. Pre-
dictions for the dependent variable are then obtained by using
∑
k pi(k | y) xTn+1,k β̂k
as in the nonrobust case, the difference being that probabilities and expectations are
now computed with respect to the posterior arising from an LPTN error distribution.
In Section 4.2.1, we describe the MCMC method used to approximate these probabil-
ities and expectations; in Section 4.2.2, we detail a procedure to efficiently implement
this algorithm.
4.2.1. Reversible Jump Algorithm
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the price to pay for robustness is an increase in the
complexity of the posterior. Parameters are however not restricted to a manifold in the
linear regressions. Thus standard numerical approximation methods allow computing
integrals with respect to posterior. A commonly employed method for model selection
and parameter estimation within the Bayesian paradigm is the RJ algorithm. This
sampler allows simulation of the posterior distribution on spaces of varying dimensions,
and can thus be used even if the number of parameters in the model is unknown.
The implementation of this sampler requires the specification of some functions,
a step typically driven by the structure of the posterior. Recall that, whether there
are outliers or not, the posterior under the super heavy-tailed LPTN distribution
assumption has a structure similar to that expressed in Proposition 3.1. In other words,
the regression coefficients should be nearly independent given K and σK and their
values should not change dramatically from one model to another. In what follows,
we borrow ideas from [9], in which an efficient RJ algorithm is built to sample from
distributions with similar characteristics.
One iteration of the RJ sampler first randomly selects a model, and then proposes
parameters for this model. This candidate model is then accepted as the next state of
the Markov chain according to a specific probability; if it is rejected, the chain remains
at the same state for another time interval. Specifically, given that the chain currently
has dK components, the sampler that we use randomly selects one of three types of
movements: update of the parameters; switch from Model K to Model K + 1 (with
dK+1 = dK + 1); switch from Model K to Model K − 1 (with dK−1 = dK − 1).
The first step towards obtaining predictions is to identify the statistically relevant
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PCs. Recall that the individual contribution of each PC is evaluated by comparing the
models I1 = {1} and Ij = {1, j}, j = 2, . . . , d. This first step of the statistical analysis
requires d−1 = q runs of the RJ algorithm that can be performed in parallel. Perform-
ing model switches in those RJ samplers thus comes down to adding or withdrawing
the j-th PC. Denote by q∗ the number of PCs associated to Bayes factors greater than
the selected threshold; suppose that these statistically significant components are the
j1-th, j2-th, . . . , jq∗-th PCs. The second step of the analysis then runs a single RJ
sampler with q∗ + 1 nested models, ordered as follows : I1 = {1} (intercept only),
I2 := {1, j1}, . . . , Iq∗+1 := {1, j1, . . . , jq∗}. This ensures that the component added
(removed) when switching models contains the most (least) information.
The probability mass function used to randomly select the movement type at each
iteration is
g(j) :=
{
ϑ, if j = 1,
(1− ϑ)/2, if j = 2, 3, (4)
where 0 < ϑ < 1 is a constant. At every iteration, an update of the parameters is
thus attempted with probability ϑ, while switches to Models K + 1 and K − 1 are
attempted with probability (1− ϑ)/2 each.
Updating the parameters of Model K is achieved here by using a (dK + 1)-
dimensional proposal distribution centred around the current value of the parameter
(σK ,βK) and scaled according to `K , where `K is a positive constant given K. Each
of the dK + 1 candidates is generated independently from the others, according to the
one-dimensional strictly positive PDF ϕi, i = 1, . . . , dK + 1. Although the chosen PDF
ϕi usually is the normal density, we found the PDF in (3) to induce larger candidate
steps and to result in a better exploration of the state space. We thus rely on this
updating strategy in the analyses of Section 6. Note that one can easily simulate from
(3) using the inverse transformation method.
A major issue with the design of RJ algorithms is that there might be a great
difference between the “good” values of the parameters under Model K and those
under Model K + 1 (or K − 1). As explained in Section 3, this is not a concern when
there is no outlier, or when the same data points are diagnosed as outliers in Models
K and K + 1; in these cases, the posterior under the LPTN is similar to that under
normality. When observations are outliers with respect to Model K but not Model
K + 1 (say), the posterior of Model K is similar to that under normality excluding
outliers, while the posterior of Model K + 1 is similar to that under normality based
on the whole sample. Therefore, when switching from Model K to Model K + 1, the
parameters that were already in Model K need to be moved to a position that is
appropriate under Model K + 1. Otherwise, this model switching will be less likely to
be accepted, and the sampler will possibly require several iterations before the chain
reaches high probability areas. Existing research has focused on that issue and found
that it may result in inaccurate estimates, see [5], [1], [15], and [20].
Our strategy for resolving that issue is easily implemented. It consists in adding a
vector cK+1 to the current parameters of Model K, so as to move these parameters
to a suitable area under Model K + 1. This leads to a candidate (σK+1,βK+1) :=
((σK ,βK) + cK+1, uK+1) for Model K + 1, where (σK ,βK) is the current value of the
parameter under Model K and uK+1 is a candidate for the added parameter βdK+1,K+1,
generated from an appropriate strictly positive PDF qK+1. To avoid obtaining negative
values for σK , we always set the first component of the vectors ci to 0.
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We now provide a pseudo-code to sample from pi(k, σk,βk | y) using the RJ sampler.
In the next section, we specify the various inputs required to implement this algorithm.
(1) Initialise the sampler by setting (K,σK ,βK)(0).
Remark : The number in parentheses beside a vector denotes the iteration.
Iteration m+ 1.
(2) Generate u ∼ U(0, 1).
(a) If u ≤ ϑ, attempt an update of the parameters. Generate a candidate
wK(m) := (w1, . . . , wdK(m)+1), where w1 ∼ ϕ1( · | K(m), σK(m), `K(m)) and
wi ∼ ϕi( · | K(m), βi−1,K(m), `K(m)) for i = 2, . . . , dK(m) + 1. Generate
ua ∼ U(0, 1); if
ua ≤
(
1 ∧ (1/w1)f(y | K(m),wK(m))
(1/σK(m))f(y | (K,σK ,βK)(m))
)
,
where
f(y | k, σk,βk) :=
n∏
i=1
1
σk
f
(
yi − xTi,kβk
σk
)
,
set (K,σK ,βK)(m+ 1) = (K(m),wK(m)).
(b) If ϑ < u ≤ ϑ+ (1− ϑ)/2, attempt adding a parameter to switch from Model
K(m) to Model K(m) + 1. Generate uK(m)+1 ∼ qK(m)+1 and ua ∼ U(0, 1); if
ua ≤
(
1 ∧ pi(K(m) + 1)f(y | K(m) + 1, (σK ,βK)(m) + cK(m)+1, uK(m)+1)
pi(K(m))f(y | (K,σK ,βK)(m))qK(m)+1(uK(m)+1)
)
,
set (K,σK ,βK)(m+ 1) = (K(m) + 1, (σK ,βK)(m) + cK(m)+1, uK(m)+1).
(c) If u > ϑ+ (1−ϑ)/2, attempt withdrawing the last parameter to switch from
Model K(m) to Model K(m)− 1. Generate ua ∼ U(0, 1); if
ua ≤
(
1 ∧ pi(K(m)− 1)f(y | K(m)− 1, (σK ,βK−)(m)− cK(m))qK(m)(βdK ,K(m))
pi(K(m))f(y | (K,σK ,βK)(m))
)
,
where (σK ,βK−)(m) := (σK , β1,K , . . . , βdK−1,K)(m), then set (K,σK ,βK)(m +
1) = (K(m)− 1, (σK ,βK−)(m)− cK(m)).
(3) In case of rejection, set (K,σK ,βK)(m+ 1) = (K,σK ,βK)(m).
(4) Go to Step 2.
It is easily verified that the resulting stochastic process {(K,σK ,βK)(m) : m ∈ N}
is a pi(k, σk,βk | y)-irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain. Furthermore, it satisfies
the reversibility condition with respect to the posterior, as stated in the following
proposition. Therefore, it is an ergodic Markov chain, which guarantees that the Law
of Large Numbers holds.
Proposition 4.1. The Markov chain {(K,σK ,βK)(m) : m ∈ N} arising from the
RJ described above satisfies the reversibility condition with respect to the posterior
pi(k, σk,βk | y).
Proof. See Section 8.
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4.2.2. Efficient implementation
An optimal implementation of the RJ algorithm described above requires carefully
selecting the various inputs: the PDFs qi, the constants ϑ and `i, and the vectors ci.
Hereafter, “optimal implementation” or “optimal design” means that the generated
Markov chain mixes as rapidly as possible, thus engendering least variable estimators.
In [9], a posterior structure similar to that expressed in Proposition 3.1 is consid-
ered, and theoretical results leading to an optimal RJ algorithm are obtained. In that
paper, the parameters of any given model are conditionally independent and identi-
cally distributed. An implicit assumption on the posterior studied is that distributions
of parameters remain the same when switching from Model K to Model K + 1 (or
K − 1). The authors find asymptotically optimal values for ϑ and `K (as the number
of parameters approaches infinity). They conjecture that their results are valid (to
some extent) when the parameters are conditionally independent, but not identically
distributed (for any given model). They also provide guidelines to suitably design the
PDFs qK . We use these results as a starting point in the design of our RJ algorithm.
In the settings of [9], the asymptotically optimal value for ϑ depends on the PDFs
qi. It is also empirically observed that for moderate values of Kmax, selecting any value
between 0.2 and 0.6 is almost optimal. We use ϑ := 0.6 in the numerical analyses of
Section 6, as Kmax is rather small (there are few models to visit). Generally speaking,
larger values of ϑ leave the chain more time for exploring the parameters’ state space
between model switches. Based on several runs of the RJ algorithm, ϑ := 0.6 is in fact
nearly optimal for the data in Section 6.
If the parameters (σK ,βK) were independent and identically distributed for each
model, the asymptotically optimal value for `K would be `/
√
dK + 1, with ` tuned to
accept 23.4% of candidates wK . When these assumptions are violated, the asymptoti-
cally optimal value for ` usually corresponds to an acceptance rate smaller than 0.234
(see [3] and [4]). Considering this, and adding the fact that dk may be rather small,
we recommend to perform trial runs to identify optimal values for all `k. We use the
0.234 rule within each model to initiate the process. In our analyses in Section 6, the
optimal values for all `k correspond to an acceptance rate relatively close to 0.234.
We propose to specify the PDFs qi and vectors ci through trial runs as well. Spec-
ifying these functions and vectors requires information about locations and scalings
of regression coefficients for all models. We gather these informations by running a
random walk Metropolis algorithm for each model; this sampler may be seen as a RJ
algorithm in which ϑ := 1 (i.e. a sampler in which only updates of the parameters are
proposed). The recommended procedure is now detailed.
For each k ∈ {1, . . . ,Kmax}:
(1) Tune `k such that the acceptance rate of candidates wk is approximately 0.234;
denote this value by `startk .
(2) Select a sequence of values around `startk : (`1,k, . . . , `j0,k := `
start
k , . . . , `L,k), where
L is a positive integer.
(3) For each `j,k, run a random walk Metropolis sampler initialised as follows:
(σk(0))
2 ∼ Inv-Γ with shape and rate given by (n− dk)/2 and ‖y − ŷk‖22/2, re-
spectively; β1,k(0) ∼ N (β̂1,k, (σk(0))2/n), and βj,k(0) ∼ N (β̂j,k, (σk(0))2/(n−1)),
j = 2, . . . , dk (if k ≥ 2). Here, ŷk is computed using a preliminary robust esti-
mate β̂ := (β̂1,k, . . . , β̂dk,k) (MAP estimate under the robust LPTN model for
instance).
(4) For each `j,k (j = 1, . . . , L), estimate the location and scaling of each βi,k using
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the runs in Step (3). In particular, compute the mean (denoted by mki,j) and
standard deviation (denoted by ski,j) of {βi,k(m) : m ∈ {B + 1, . . . , T}}, for
i = 1, . . . , dk, where B is the length of the burn-in period and T the number of
iterations. Repeat for σk, denoting the means and standard deviations by m
k
σ,j
and skσ,j . Measure the efficiency of the sampler with respect to `j,k using the sum
of the integrated autocorrelation times (IAT) of {σk(m) : m ∈ {B + 1, . . . , T}}
and {βi,k(m) : m ∈ {B + 1, . . . , T}} for i = 1, . . . , dk. Record the value `optk
corresponding to the smallest IAT.
(5) If `optk corresponds to the lower or upper bound of the range defined in Step (2),
i.e. `1,k or `L,k, change the sequence of values for `k and repeat.
(6) For i = 1, . . . , dk, compute the average of {mki,1, . . . ,mki,L} (denoted by mi,k) and
{ski,1, . . . , ski,L} (denoted by si,k). Also compute the average of {mkσ,1, . . . ,mkσ,L}
(denoted by mσ,k) and {skσ,1, . . . , skσ,L} (denoted by sσ,k).
These runs can be performed in parallel for computational efficiency, in an au-
tomatic procedure that allows users to retrieve the desired output at the end. Us-
ing this output, set qj (j = 2, . . . ,Kmax) equal to the distribution in (3), with lo-
cation and scale parameters given by mdj ,j and sdj ,j , respectively. Also set cj :=
(0,m1,j −m1,j−1, . . . ,mdj−1,j −mdj−1,j−1)T , j = 2, . . . ,Kmax, and `k equal to `optk for
all k.
The only inputs left to choose before implementing the RJ algorithm are the initial
values for the model indicator and parameters. We recommend to generate K(0) ∼
U{1, . . . ,Kmax}, σK(0) from a normal truncated at 0 with mean mσ,K(0) and standard
deviation sσ,K(0), and βj,K(0) ∼ N (mj,K(0), s2j,K(0)), j = 1, . . . , dK(0). The analyses of
Section 6 rely on sequences of length L = 11 for `k (`
start
k is the median), T = 100,000
iterations, and a burn-in period of length B = 10,000 for the trial runs. When running
the RJ sampler, we use 1,000,000 iterations and a burn-in period of length 100,000.
5. Choice of prior structure and Jeffreys-Lindley paradox
Relying on improper priors such as pi(σk,βk | k) = ck/σk may lead to inconsistencies
in model selection (see [6]). For instance, one could select different constants ck in
different models so as to yield the desired conclusions. In this section, we show that
the Jeffreys-Lindley paradox does not arise in our PCR context under the normal
distribution assumption. It is thus expected to not arise either under the robust LPTN
distribution, given its similarity to the normal.
Consider Models s and t, where Model s is nested in Model t. The ratio of the
posterior probabilities of these two models is given by (see Proposition 3.1)
pi(t | y)
pi(s | y) =
Γ((n− ds)/2− (dt − ds)/2)
Γ((n− ds)/2)
(‖y − ŷs‖2/(n− 1)
‖y − ŷt‖2/(n− 1)
)n/2
× pi
dt/2
pids/2
(‖y − ŷt‖2/(n− 1))dt/2
(‖y − ŷs‖2/(n− 1))ds/2
pi(t)
pi(s)
. (5)
The difference between the Bayesian information criteria (BIC, [25]) of Models t and
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s is given by
BICt − BICs = n log
(‖y − ŷt‖2/n)+ (dt + 1) log n
− n log (‖y − ŷs‖2/n)− (ds + 1) log n
= n log
(‖y − ŷt‖2/n
‖y − ŷs‖2/n
)
+ (dt − ds) log n.
Given that the first ratio on the right hand side of (5) asymptotically behaves like
n(dt−ds)/2 (as n −→ ∞), we have that exp{−(BICt − BICs)/2} asymptotically be-
haves like the product of the first two terms on the right hand side of (5). The terms(‖y − ŷk‖2/(n− 1))dk/2 in (5) converge towards a constant (in n) and are thus dom-
inated. The other terms in (5) are constant in terms of n and are thus dominated as
well. Therefore, pi(t|y)/pi(s|y) and exp{−(BICt−BICs)/2} share the same asymptotic
behaviour. This shall be sufficient to prove that the prior structure does not prevent
the Bayesian variable selection procedure to be consistent, in the same sense as [6]. If
the “true” model is among the models considered, then its posterior probability con-
verges to 1 as n increases. Further technical details are required for a rigorous proof.
Empirical evidences also point towards the validity of our claim.
It would be interesting to investigate the asymptotic behaviour in the more general
context of traditional linear regression. The fact that the regressors are standardised
and linearly independent plays a role in the sketch of the proof presented above. It
would however be surprising if a similar prior structure, but with slightly correlated
standardised regressors, led to inconsistencies.
In practice (with finite samples), one may set the prior pi(k) to be proportional to
pi−dk/2 times a prior opinion about
(‖y − ŷk‖2/(n− 1))−dk/2, to cancel the effect of
these two terms in (5). In the numerical analyses, we set pi(k) ∝ 1 because we do not
have relevant information. Note that the robust approach proposed in this paper can
be used with any informative prior such as those in [23].
6. Case study: prediction of returns for the S&P 500
In this section, we illustrate the performance of our robust approach on a real data set
containing outliers. We provide a detailed analysis of the results and contrast them
with those from other approaches to identify in which situations it is expected to
perform better. In particular, the results are compared with those obtained under
the normality of errors assumption (nonrobust Bayesian approach) to evaluate outlier
protection performance. The classical frequentist approach and the robust frequentist
approach of [17] are also included in the comparison. Our Bayesian model-based ap-
proach for identifying the relevant PCs is thus evaluated. In the robust frequentist
approach, we use MM-estimators ([32]) instead of least trimmed squares ([24]) as they
are among the best frequentist estimators available (see the recent review by [33]).
The use of super heavy-tailed distributions in linear regression has recently been
introduced in [8], where the special case of simple linear regressions through the origin
was studied. The usual linear regression model was later analysed in [10]. Although
theoretical results about model selection are presented in [10], it is the first time that
an illustration of the practical benefits is presented in that context.
In this example, we model the January 2011 daily returns of the S&P 500 by ex-
ploiting their potential linear relationship with some financial assets and indicators.
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We next use the estimated models to predict the February 2011 daily returns of this
stock index; to this end, observations on day i shall be used to predict the return of
the S&P 500 on day i + 1. A detailed list of the 18 covariates considered is provided
in Section 8; n = 19 observations are available for model estimation. The full linear
regression model with all covariates would have 20 parameters (p = 18 regression co-
efficients for the covariates, to which we add the intercept and scale parameter). We
perform robust and nonrobust PCA procedures, which are expected to be beneficial
given that financial assets and indicators are likely to carry redundant information.
Model estimation is performed using each of the four mentioned approaches. In the
robust and nonrobust Bayesian approaches, statistically significant PCs are identified
by relying on Bayes factors with a threshold of 1. This means that when on average
(over the parameter space) an individual PC improves the fit over the model consisting
solely of the intercept, then it is included in the second stage of the statistical analysis
(for building the nested models). The average absolute deviations (AAD) between
the predicted and actual February 2011 returns are reported in the first column of
Table 1. In the current financial context, it may also be of interest to predict whether
the asset (S&P 500 in our case) will go up or down the following day. Using the sign
of our predicted returns, we find to be correct 10, 13, 10, and 11 times out of 19 under
the normal, LPTN, classical and robust frequentist approaches; the success rates are
reported in the second column of Table 1.
Approach AAD Sign prediction rate
Normal errors (nonrobust Bayesian) 0.60 0.53
LPTN errors (robust Bayesian) 0.49 0.68
Classical frequentist 0.63 0.53
Robust frequentist 0.63 0.53
Table 1. Prediction results for the February 2011 daily returns of the S&P 500, using robust and nonrobust
versions of Bayesian and frequentist approaches
We know that differences in the results obtained from the normal and LPTN models
are essentially due to the presence of outliers. The outlier detection method described
in Section 4.1 indeed flags several observations, both in the PCA and linear regression
steps. Each graph in Figure 3 illustrates linear relationships between a different pair
of covariates; the two linear relationships in a given graph are established using the
normal and LPTN error distributions. We see that in the presence of outliers, the choice
of error distribution obviously has a large impact on the trends obtained from the data.
Figure 5 also depicts linear relationships using the normal and LPTN distributions,
but this time between the dependent variable and some PCs. Specifically, the graphs
on the top line picture linear relationships between the dependent variable and the
second PC; in the left graph, the second PC was constructed using a robust PCA
while in the right graph, that same PC was constructed using a traditional PCA. The
exercice is then repeated with the fourth PC and produces the two graphs on the
bottom line.
From these figures, it is clear that contaminated correlation estimation in traditional
PCA leads to an inferior assessment of the relationships between covariates (Figure 3),
which in turn leads to a different way of constructing the PCs (Figure 4). By inferior,
we mean here that the trend does not reflect the behaviour of the majority of the
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Figure 3. Linear relationships between the (a) second and fourteenth covariates; (b) sixth and ninth covari-
ates; (c) eighth and eleventh covariates
observations, but rather consists in a poor compromise between that behaviour and
the behaviour of outliers. The left graph of Figure 4 plots the differences arising from
applying a robust PCA rather than a traditional one when computing the covariates
weights used to construct the second PC. The right graph repeats the exercise for the
fourth PC, which leads to even greater differences than for the second PC.
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Figure 4. Differences in covariate weights used to construct the (a) second PC and (b) fourth PC, when
comparing the robust and traditional PCA; the red points correspond to the covariates shown in Figure 3
These discrepancies are ultimately seen to have an impact on the estimated linear
regressions (Figure 5). In particular, combining the traditional PCA (instead of the
robust one) with LPTN regression models gives an average absolute deviation of 0.53
(instead of the value 0.49 appearing in Table 1). When implementing the robust PCR,
only the second and fourth PC end up being retained for the second stage of the
statistical analysis. This means that the models corresponding to I1 := {1} (intercept
only), I2 := {1, 2}, and I3 := {1, 2, 4} are the only models considered in that stage.
Their posterior probabilities each are 0.00, 0.18, and 0.82. Note that the fourth PC is
not selected by the normal (nonrobust) approach.
The difference between Bayesian and frequentist approaches essentially resides in
the selection of statistically significant PCs, which are subsequently used in prediction.
Frequentist approaches use cross-validation, along with a robust prediction measure
in the case of the robust method. Models with an increasing number of PCs are
thus evaluated (the PCs are ordered, and included in the models according to this
predetermined order); the model enjoying the best fit is then used for prediction.
Under that method, we might end up using an overparameterised model. If we apply
this method using the PCs obtained from our robust PCA for instance, we find the
model with four PCs to be the best option, and so according to this analysis, the
first four PCs should be used for prediction. If we consider a larger class of models
instead of being forced to include PCs in a predetermined manner, we however find
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Figure 5. Linear relationships between the dependent variable and second PC constructed using the (a)
robust PCA and (b) traditional PCA; linear relationships between the dependent variable and fourth PC
constructed using the (c) robust PCA and (d) traditional PCA
through cross-validation methods that the model with the first, second and fourth
PCs performs better (as pointed out by the proposed Bayesian method). Indeed, the
third PC does not significantly explain the variability in the dependent variable and
decreases the generalisation power (see [14] and [19] for other examples).
We note that the frequentist approach could be modified so as to include PCs on
the merit of their individual contribution. To this effect, BIC could be used to evaluate
the individual contributions of the PCs, after which the frequentist method could be
applied on the retained ordered components only; the resulting set of PCs would be
the one used in prediction. Similarly, our robust Bayesian PCR could also be applied
under the frequentist paradigm.
We also ran simulations and drawn the same conclusions as in this section. We thus
do not present them for brevity. We only note that the robust approaches (Bayesian
and frequentist) are expected to be efficient by their nature, and this what we observed;
they perform only slightly worse than their nonrobust counterpart when there are no
outliers.
7. Conclusion and further remarks
In light of the results of Section 6, we conclude that the proposed robust Bayesian
PCR approach is expected to perform better than its competitors (at least those that
are nonrobust) when there are outliers in the data set (either among the covariates
or the dependent variable). This is a consequence of the new class of super heavy-
tailed PCA models, combined to the LPTN regressions of [10]. The approach is also
expected to perform better when the first q PCs do not all contribute in explaining
the variability of the dependent variable. The approach indeed takes advantage of
the linear independence of the PCs to effectively exclude the components that are
not relevant, and next forms a sequence of nested models from which predictions are
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produced and averaged out according to the model posterior probabilities.
As explained in Section 4.1, the robust PCA applied to the real data of Section 6 is,
in reality, an approximation to the exact wholly robust PCA model. Further research
is needed to acquire a deeper understanding of its theoretical properties, as well as to
develop an efficient implementation method. It would be particularly useful to obtain
a robust procedure that not only reduces dimensionality, but also induces sparsity to
deal with cases where p n.
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8. Supplementary material
Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 are proved in Section 8.1. The list of the explanatory variables
considered in the real data analysis in Section 6 is provided in Section 8.2.
8.1. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof is essentially a computation using that f :=
N (0, 1) and the structure of the principal components. First,
pi(k, σk,βk | y) ∝ f(y | k, σk,βk)pi(σk,βk | k)pi(k)
∝ f(y | k, σk,βk)(1/σk)pi(k).
The likelihood function for a given model is
f(y | k, σk,βk) =
n∏
i=1
1
σk
√
2pi
exp
{
− 1
2σ2k
(yi − xTi,kβk)2
}
=
1
σnk (2pi)
n/2
exp
{
− 1
2σ2k
n∑
i=1
(yi − xTi,kβk)2
}
.
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We now analyse the sum in the exponential:
n∑
i=1
(yi − xTi,kβk)2 =
n∑
i=1
y2i − 2
n∑
i=1
yi
dk∑
j=1
xiIj,kβj,k +
n∑
i=1
 dk∑
j=1
xiIj,kβj,k
2
= n− 1− 2
dk∑
j=1
βj,k
n∑
i=1
yixiIj,k +
n∑
i=1
 dk∑
j=1
xiIj,kβj,k
2 ,
using that
∑n
i=1 y
2
i = n− 1. We also have
n∑
i=1
 dk∑
j=1
xiIj,kβj,k
2 = n∑
i=1
 dk∑
j=1
(xiIj,kβj,k)
2 +
dk∑
j,s=1(j 6=s)
xiIj,kβj,kxiIs,kβs,k

=
dk∑
j=1
β2j,k
n∑
i=1
x2iIj,k ,
using
∑n
i=1 xijxis = 0 for all j, s ∈ {2, . . . , d} with j 6= s, x11 = . . . = xn1 = 1,
(1/n)
∑n
i=1 xij = 0 for all j ∈ {2, . . . , d}. Consequently,
n∑
i=1
(yi − xTi,kβk)2 = n− 1− 2
dk∑
j=1
βj,k
n∑
i=1
yixiIj,k +
dk∑
j=1
β2j,k
n∑
i=1
x2iIj,k
= n− 1− 1(k ≥ 2)2
dk∑
j=2
βj,k
n∑
i=1
yixiIj,k + nβ
2
1,k
+ 1(k ≥ 2)(n− 1)
dk∑
j=2
β2j,k,
using again x11 = . . . = xn1 = 1,
∑n
i=1 yi = 0 and
∑n
i=1 x
2
ij = n − 1 for all j ∈
{2, . . . , d}. We also have
1(k ≥ 2)
(n− 1) dk∑
j=2
β2j,k − 2
dk∑
j=2
βj,k
n∑
i=1
yixiIj,k

= 1(k ≥ 2)(n− 1)
dk∑
j=2
(
β2j,k − 2βj,k
∑n
i=1 yixiIj,k
n− 1
)
= 1(k ≥ 2)(n− 1)
dk∑
j=2
(
βj,k −
∑n
i=1 xiIj,kyi
n− 1
)2
− 1(k ≥ 2)(n− 1)
dk∑
j=2
(∑n
i=1 xiIj,kyi
n− 1
)2
.
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Putting this together leads to:
pi(k, σk,βk | y)
∝ pi(k)(2pi)dk/2 1
σn−dk+1k
exp
−n− 12σ2k
1− 1(k ≥ 2) ∑
j∈Ik\{1}
(∑n
i=1 xijyi
n− 1
)2
× 1
σk
√
2pi
exp
{
− n
2σ2k
β21,k
}
×
1(k = 1) + 1(k ≥ 2) dk∏
j=2
1
σk
√
2pi
exp
{
−n− 1
2σ2k
(
βj,k −
∑n
i=1 xiIj,kyi
n− 1
)2} .
We multiply and divide by the appropriate terms. The only remaining thing to show
is that
n− 1
1− 1(k ≥ 2) ∑
j∈Ik\{1}
(∑n
i=1 xijyi
n− 1
)2 = ‖y − ŷk‖22.
Firstly, n− 1 = ‖y‖22. Also,
‖y‖22 = ‖y − ŷk + ŷk‖22
= ‖y − ŷk‖22 + (y − ŷk)T ŷk + ŷTk (y − ŷk) + ŷTk ŷk.
We know that (y− ŷk)T ŷk = ŷTk (y− ŷk) = 0 because y− ŷk is the vector of residuals
which is orthogonal to ŷk. Finally,
ŷTk ŷk = (Xkβ̂k)
TXkβ̂k = β̂
T
kX
T
kXkβ̂k = (n− 1)‖β̂k‖22
= (n− 1)1(k ≥ 2)
∑
j∈Ik\{1}
(∑n
i=1 xijyi
n− 1
)2
,
where Xk is the design matrix associated with Model k.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. As explained in [13], it suffices to separately verify that
the probability to go from a set A to a set B is equal to the probability to go from B to
A when updating the parameters and when switching models, for accepted movements
and for any appropriate A,B.
When updating the parameters, the probability to go from a set A to a set B is
given by
∫
A
pi(k, σk,βk | y)g(1)
∫
B
1+dk∏
i=1
ϕi(wi | k, (σk,βk)i, `k)
×
(
1 ∧ (1/w1)f(y | k,wk)
(1/σk)f(y | k, σk,βk)
)
dwk d(σk,βk).
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Using Fubini’s theorem, this probability is equal to
∫
B
pi(k,wk | y)g(1)
∫
A
1+dk∏
i=1
ϕi((σk,βk)i | k,wi, `k)
×
(
1 ∧ (1/σk)f(y | k, σk,βk)
(1/w1)f(y | k,wk)
)
d(σk,βk) dwk,
which is the probability to go from B to A. Note that this is valid for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,
Kmax}.
The probability to switch from Model k ∈ {1, . . . ,Kmax− 1}, where the parameters
are in the set A, to Model k + 1, where the parameters are in the set A′ ×B (the set
A′ is a modified version of A to account for the addition of ck+1), is given by∫
A
pi(k, σk,βk | y)g(2)
∫
B
qk+1(uk+1)
×
(
1 ∧ pi(k + 1)f(y | k + 1, (σk,βk) + ck+1, uk+1)
pi(k)f(y | k, σk,βk)qk+1(uk+1)
)
duk+1 d(σk,βk).
After the change of variables (σk+1,βk+1) = ((σk,βk) + ck+1, uk+1), we have∫
A′×B
pi(k, (σk+1,β
−
k+1)− ck+1 | y)g(2)qk+1(βdk+1,k+1)
×
(
1 ∧ pi(k + 1)f(y | k + 1, σk+1,βk+1)
pi(k)f(y | k, (σk+1,β−k+1)− ck+1)qk+1(βdk+1,k+1)
)
d(σk+1,βk+1).
This last probability is equal to∫
A′×B
pi(k + 1, σk+1,βk+1 | y)g(3)
×
(
1 ∧ pi(k)f(y | k, (σk+1,β
−
k+1)− ck+1)qk+1(βdk+1,k+1)
pi(k + 1)f(y | k + 1, σk+1,βk+1)
)
d(σk+1,βk+1),
which is the probability to switch from Model k + 1, where the parameters are in the
set A′ ×B, to Model k, where the parameters are in the set A.
Therefore, the Markov chain {(K,σK ,βK)(m) : m ∈ N} satisfies the reversibility
condition with respect to the posterior.
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8.2. List of the explanatory variables used in Section 7
Name Ticker symbol
Artis Real Estate Investment Trust AX-UN.TO
Asanko Gold Inc. AKG.TO
Bonterra Energy Corp. BNE.TO
Canadian Imperial Bank Of Commerce CM.TO
CI Financial Corp. CIX.TO
Celestica Inc. Subordinate Voting Shares CLS.TO
DHX Media Ltd. DHX-B.TO
Dominion Diamond Corporation DDC.TO
Gildan Activewear Inc. GIL.TO
Husky Energy Inc. HSE.TO
iPath Bloomberg Sugar Subindex SGG
iShares MSCI Japan EWJ
iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond TLT
Laurentian Bank of Canada LB.TO
Parkland Fuel Corporation PKI.TO
United States Oil Fund LP USO
Vermilion Energy Inc. VET.TO
Volume of the S&P 500 N/A
Table 2. Names of the companies, funds, and financial indicators used as explanatory variables in the analysis
in Section 7 of our paper, with their ticker symbol (if available)
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